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This backlist favorite, selling over 1 million copies since its first publication, has been repackaged
for a dynamic new appear. "Admirable". The result of years of analysis, this easy-to-use guide
tells how to distinguish the four types of dreams, identify wish symbols, and understand
meanings.--New York Times.
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Delightful Dream Dictionary This book can be an enduring classic. The printing is mot very clear.
This is actually the go-to reserve for deciphering the meanings of dreams. I've purchased it twice,
since my primary copy was worn and battered from make use of. Fun to use.It is nothing like the
reserve I had go through before. Recommend to buy if you are a visionary. I could not really see
this book anywhere else. This is book also offers most searchable phrases than I have found in
any other book or web pages online. Have you ever endured dreams that you didn't quite
understand and wanted to find out this is behind them? The meaning of dreams.. As the book's
title suggest, this dream dictionary has subject matters from A-Z..REVEALED! That is a must for
anyone who interprets dreams. If therefore, this is the book for you.. I was looking for a reserve
on dreams that We read years back. I maintain it bedside so that upon waking from a desire, I
can quickly appearance up the key symbols/pictures, and it by no means disappoints. Great
stage of reference for all we dreamers. I certainty don't think that I am the first person to ever
imagine the topics. It covers everything you could possibly think of. Sweet dreams! Too many
times the meanings are you are going to come into good health, achievement, or financial gain.
Filled up with knowledge and insight. Regrettably after reading it I am actually disappointed in it.
I am extremely disappointed to become frank. It has allowed me to prepare and pray and
actually avoid making mistakes. (No I have not called one, close friends here. This is actually the
best dreamer's dictionary I ever had. I find this book to be as well cookie cutter with It's
explanations. There were often times I'd go and look up a symbol and it was not, even addressed
in this book. Cookie Cutter Meanings. In addition, it offers helped me to let go of the stress of
tough dreams that make you question at your own capacity to think such strange things while
you sleep. Classic Dream Dictionary I love this classic dream dictionary by Woman Steam
Robinson. Written over 30 years back, it steadfastly continues to be the premier instruction to
dream interpretation that is easy to use and easy to comprehend. I discover myself using it more
than any other dream interpretation publication. It is still the best. I thought this book may be
similar to it. Useful Not quite what We expected but still useful. book makes you contemplate tho
Most Accurate, based on centuries of experiences Of most dream books I have used, this one
has been the most accurate. Outstanding.I'm only giving 4 stars cause the book I received was
damaged. Excellent and simple to use I bought this book way back in the 1980s. This book may
be the only one I have found that is not really filled up with horrible omens of doom but good
indicators of where you truly need to think about in existence.)While I believe our dreams keep
some insight to our subconscious brain. I am very content with this book. Great staple for
anyone's collection This is my second copy of the same book as my original has been worn after
15 years of use. This is the best dreamer's dictionary I ever endured I had a single since 1990
and idea mine was missing so I purchased another one. Print is blurry! I just recently bought
many to provide as Christmas gifts to my friends. Although some of the definitions certainly are
a little outdated in what they use, you will discover the meaning of your dreams in the event that
you know what that or actions was called throughout time. If you keep in mind your dreams this
is a great book to have. Love it Therefore many things to understand in here!! Love I really like
this book love it it surprises me very Three Stars I wish there was more explanation about why
some items symbolize what they carry out. It's literally a dictionary of everything you could
fantasy of. All of the ones predicated on psychiatry are balderdash. That one has helped me to
comprehend my stress and also predicted illness, strife, and issues in my life. These are factors
that you typically hear if you use a phone psychic. I am unable to recommend this publication
from my encounter. A few descriptions possess scenarios or instances certain things may appear
in and interperates them. Consistently good product I like learning what my dreams may have

been about Very Disappointed! It really is one of the least difficult dreamer's books to make use
of that I have found and amazingly accurate generally. Very disappointed. It really is filled with
concise interpretations of virtually any dream you can have. Most pages possess blurry letters.
As though the papers shifted during printing or paper sucked ink incorrectly, have no idea. I had
a prior version of this book which i kept in my own other house, that one uses the same paper
type, but does not hve this blurry printing. No matter if it is an excellent dream or a nightmare.
Good Explain everything
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